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ABSTRACT
A real-time sequencer that implements the Euclidean Rhythm
Algorithm is created for creative generation of drum se-
quences by musicians or producers. The Actor model of
concurrency is used to simplify the communication required
for interactivity and musical timing. Generator comprehen-
sions and higher-order functions are used for simplification.
The resulting application sends Musical Instrument Digital
Interface data interactively to another application for sound
generation.

1. INTRODUCTION
A vast range of music production software has become

available recently due to the increasing power of personal
computers and increasing popularity of audio production
among hobbyists and professionals alike. While an expanse
of robust and effective music production software is already
available, there is a want on behalf of musicians and pro-
ducers for software to become endlessly more flexible and
creative. The Euclidean sequencer presented here addresses
this problem by presenting the user with an array of simple
sequencers that can be controlled in real-time to create a
compelling rhythmic section.

The Euclidean rhythm algorithm presents a compelling so-
lution for creating interesting musical sequences with a min-
imal user interface, as the possible sequences model many
common rhythms in popular and world music using easily
adjustable parameters [3]. The Euclidean rhythm algorithm
has seen a limited amount of exploration in its ability to
create interactive musical instruments, but more intuitive
interfaces for real-time performance must still be developed
before it can be widely used. Comparable sequencing ap-
proaches such as the common Roland TR-808 style step se-
quencers require the user to manually enter the states of ev-
ery step in a sequence, which allow the user to precisely de-
fine the sequence that they are configuring. However, these
step sequencing strategies require comparatively more data
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entry by the user, and can feel tedious at worst. In this
work, the Euclidean rhythm algorithm is explored for its
immediacy and ability to quickly define complex sequences.

Audio production software necessitates a unique set of
technical demands in order to facilitate an experience con-
sistent with modern standards. Software used for music pro-
duction must not only provide precise timing for the gener-
ation and playback of musical passages that often involves
demanding digital signal processing algorithms, but it must
also provide an interface to a user that allows for real-time
configuration of the model behind the music. This combi-
nation of synchronous and asynchronous work is a demand-
ing task for synchronization models. Fundamental models
of synchronization such as semaphores would be difficult to
scale to applications involving several concurrent tasks. Due
to the complex synchronization issues related to creating an
audio production application, the Actor model can be used
to simplify the communication scheme.

2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Musical Terminology
For purposes of clear communication with readers without

a working knowledge of music theory and music technology
as well as for internal consistency, the following terms are
defined:

• Sequencer: a device used to record and transmit mu-
sical notes for the purpose of representing a perfor-
mance electronically.

• Sequence: a series of notes stored in a sequencer that
represents a complete musical phrase.

• Part: the sequence that corresponds to a single in-
strument. In this application, there are six parts.

• Step: the smallest discrete musical unit represented
by the sequencer. In a given sequence, a step either
indicates the presence of a note onset, or the lack of a
note onset. Here it is assumed to be a sixteenth note,
although it could be reconfigured for any other note
division.

• Beat: a musical unit of time perceived by the listener
as the regular occurring pulse of a piece of music (usu-
ally represented by a quarter note).

• Beats Per Minute (bpm): a common rate used to
describe the tempo, or speed, of a piece of music.



2.2 Euclidean Rhythms using Generators
The two most interesting parameters in the Euclidean

rhythm algorithm are k and n, where k indicates the number
of note onsets and n indicates the length of the sequence in
steps. The Euclidean rhythm algorithm spaces the k note
onsets as evenly as possible into the n available steps, but
some uneven spacing occurs when an even spacing is not
possible over the n discrete divisions.

After the nth step in a Euclidean rhythm sequence, the
next n steps always have the same step states as first n steps,
repeating infinitely as long as the sequence is playing. This
particular property of Euclidean rhythms means that the
resulting sequences formed by Euclidean rhythms are well
suited to programming techniques such as lazy evaluation or
generators, which can be used to simulate data structures of
infinite size [1]. In the developed Python application, a list
of the native generator class is used to represent the current
sequences for each part. To get the next step from each part
at a given time, Python’s next function for getting a value
out of a generator can be easily mapped across every part’s
generator sequence.

Figure 1 shows a simple example of a pair of Euclidean
rhythms that are common in many forms of music. In this
screen capture, each vertical grid line indicates a sixteenth
note, the same amount of time represented by one step. The
top sequence uses the parameters k = 1, n = 3, while the
bottom sequence uses the parameters k = 1, n = 4. This
results in one note being placed in every three and four steps,
respectively. Interestingly, for any given combination of part
sequences, the resulting rhythm periodically repeats after
the least common multiple steps of the n values for each part
has been reached. In this example, the combined sequence
repeats after 12 steps, or at the “1.4” and “2.3” marks shown
in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a more musically interesting
result, which uses the common eighth note pattern on the
closed hi-hat part using the parameters k = 1, n = 2 and the
equally ubiquitous backbeat on beats 2 and 4 on the snare
using the parameters k = 1, n = 8.

2.3 Performance Controls using a GUI
A Graphical User Interface (gui) in this application pro-

vides a range of possible performance options for the per-
former controlling it. Due to the simple parameters that
determine the result of a single Euclidean rhythm, each se-
quence can be adjusted in real-time to control the dynamics
and groove of the performance. Figure 3 shows the applica-
tion’s gui in Windows.

A user can spend as much time as necessary selecting the
k and n parameters for an individual sequence, and then ap-
ply the changes to the next note using one sequence’s start
button. Additionally, a single sequence can be restarted by
pressing the start button again. This allows the performer
to alter a sequence’s relationship to the period of the other
sequences by restarting it before its end, and also to repeat
the beginning of a sequence multiple times in quick succes-
sion, allowing an option for a more manual control of what
is otherwise a mostly automatic rhythm generation.

The mute button per part particularly allows the per-
former a quick and simple toggle for control of dynamics.
This option enables for an easy use of a technique commonly
found in pop and electronic music, where a single percussion
track drops out for a number of measures to provide a break-
down of a lower dynamic level, or to provide anticipation of

Table 1: Short description of Actors used.
Actor Type Purpose

TimingActor Count musical divisions of time.
NoteActor Generate rhythms and send notes.
GuiActor Display status and enable interaction.

an upcoming change in dynamics in a future measure.

2.4 Concurrency using Actors
Actors have become especially popular in environments

that emphasize functional programming, such as Elixir and
Scala [2]. However, libraries exist for using Actors in a wide
range of languages. In this work, the Pykka Actor library
for Python is used to blend the Actor model of concurrency
with Python’s multi-paradigm approach.

Figure 4 describes the messages that are passed between
the various Actors in the application. Using this architec-
ture, the tasks that must be synchronized for the application
can be split into Actors that run concurrently.

The NoteActor manages the logical state of the applica-
tion, including the current sequence parameters and their
mute states. It waits for the periodic tick message from the
TimingActor to determine when it should send midi mes-
sages on its output. It also waits for asynchronous config-
uration messages from the GuiActor that indicate that the
user has interacted with the gui.

The TimingActor consists mainly of a loop which waits for
a set period of seconds that define the steps of the rhythms
in the application. Using the default tempo of 120 bpm, the
TimingActor waits 0.125 seconds between each note. The
calculation used to reach the period between ticks is de-
scribed by the following equation:
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The GuiActor handles the asynchronous interaction with
the user through the gui. The GuiActor sends the message
seq-config to the NoteActor when the user enters a new
combination of sequence parameters, and it sends seq-mute
when the user presses the mute button.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The Euclidean rhythm sequencer application has been

successfully implemented for interactive real-time performance.
It has been shown that the Actor model of concurrency
is well suited to solving the problem of musical synchro-
nization by separating asynchronous user interaction, syn-
chronous timing, and the application’s logical state. The
use of Python’s generators has also been shown to be well
suited to modeling Euclidean rhythms and other cyclic mu-
sical sequences.

To provide more extensive performance options, midi con-
trol of the application could be offered to allow for hardware
control of the Euclidean rhythms instead of control by mouse
and keyboard. This level of hardware control would allow
musicians to more quickly orient themselves with the ap-
plication’s controls when they are using multiple pieces of
equipment for a performance. The mouse and keyboard in-
terface implemented currently provides an effective proof of
concept.



Figure 1: A screen capture from Ableton Live illustrating the relationship between two simple Euclidean
sequencers.

Figure 2: A screen capture from Ableton Live illustrating an example of a complex drum machine part created
by the Euclidean sequencers.

Figure 3: The graphical user interface created for
the application as rendered in Windows 8.1.
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Figure 4: A block diagram that shows both the Ac-
tor structure used in the Euclidean Sequencer ap-
plication and the application’s relationship to the
overall audio processing chain.

One of the major advantages of the Actor model of con-
currency is its ability to scale to large applications with a
comparatively small level of code complexity. This property
would allow the developed application to quickly scale to in-
corporate many common features of complete digital audio
workstations such as audio recording, incorporation of digi-
tal signal processing based effects, and communication with
a more diverse set of midi devices.
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